
Welcome

Welcome to the Medical Assistance Program 
(MAP) relaunch information session!

January 16, 2024
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lisa Pera and Terri Alexander to Welcome. Enthusiasm, next step in the evolution of MAP, lots of work



Ground Rules 
 Keep microphone muted 

 Closed Captioning (CC) is available 

 Meeting will be recorded

 Question and answer breaks after each section 

 Resources and contacts provided at the end 

 Treat everyone with respect 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lisa Pera will cover Ground Rules.



Overview 
 Medical Assistance Program (MAP) relaunch-

what’s new

 What is MAP

 What you need to know about performance

 What you need to know about compliance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri Alexander: We have a lot to cover and will break today into sections. 



MAP Relaunch - What’s New 

 Performance Measure Calculation Changes -
Applications

 New look Tableau

 Renewals and Ongoing measures update

 Workgroup
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lisa: Calculations are at an individual level not a case level, that is the biggest change with Applications. We are applying the 45 and 90 day timeliness appropriately.  Tableau has a new look! It's easier to navigate and visualize the data. We have our Tableau training on the 30th! And we can't wait to walk everyone through how to navigate Tableau. Renewal and Ongoing measures are still being worked on. For example, we are working out how to account for renewal packets that members return late. We will continue to engage with the workgroup to make changes to the calculations and validate the data.  



What is MAP?
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 The Medical Assistance Program monitors 
Eligibility Site performance to ensure compliance 
with performance expectations

 The MAP Dashboards provide information 
regarding actual performance, targets, 
benchmarks, and accuracy measures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lisa The Department of Health Care Policy and Financing created/designed a program “MAP” to measure, monitor, and support Eligibility Sites Performance in four key performance areas: Application Renewal Ongoing Maintenance(Changes) and Accuracy This program was initiated in November of 2021 and was paused in May of 2023 to review, reset, and ensure accurate performance data was being calculated for Eligibility Site performance. �The Dashboards are performance measurement tools used by the Department of Health Care Policy and Financing (HCPF) to identify signals within the data along and offer insight into performance.�



Who Should Use the MAP Dashboard

 Directors and staff identified as MAP Measure Owners

 County and site MAP Owners should share site specific 
MAP measures monthly to their staff members who can 
assist in improving performance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri – Directors are ultimately responsible for knowing their MAP data and trends. Directors may delegate this to someone on their team to review monthly and respond to trends in the data. Staff reviewing MAP each month are called "MAP Owners".HCPF also has MAP Owners! These are a group of identified HCPF staff across departments (including County Relations and Medicaid Operations Office). HCPF MAP Owners review the data after the 20th of each month to identify signals in the data and to validate the data is correct. We'll review "outliers" later in this presentation. 



Expectations for Eligibility Site MAP Owners  

 Review the MAP Dashboard updates monthly on the 20th
 If the 20th falls on the weekend, the Dashboards will be updated 

on the next business day

 When reviewing the MAP Dashboard
 Identify signals within the data

 Know how to access detailed data
 This will be shared in the Tableau training
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri: Why the 20th? This is historical date the data was run. On or around the 15th of the month we have "batch cut off" and the system looks for those renewals pending. We wanted to run it after the 20th to allow for things to move through the system. With the changes we are making to renewal calculations, this may not matter as much in the future. For consistency, we are keeping this date the same. The MAP Workgroup will continue to meet – with no end date. If the 20th should be revisited once we complete review and validation of Renewal and Ongoing Changes data, we can revisit this run date in the future. MAP Owners will review the MAP dashboard for signals in the data to identify trends in data, if targets are being met, and to respond when targets are not met. In the meeting on the 30th, we will review how to access the detailed "raw" data in our Tableau training.



Expectations for Eligibility Site MAP Owners  

 Determine the root causes for untimely processing 
 Implement business process solutions
 Share with HCPF any system-based causes for untimely processing

 Become the SME for MAP related topics within your 
Eligibility Site
 MAP workgroups
 MAP trainings
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri: What do you do if you see your county or site is not meeting a target? You should review the raw data and implement a business process to correct the trend before it becomes a multi month trend. A single outlier may be "outside of your control" (holidays, staff absences can cause a month to not meet the target). But monitoring your MAP Dashboards monthly can help you correct before it becomes a trend. If you find in the raw data there is a system-based data error, HCPF wants to know! We'll cover how to contact HCPF at the end our presentation today. Sites won't be held accountable to system based causes. We'll set up MAP Office Hours at the end of each month so that MAP Owners can join us as needed with questions about MAP and/or to review identified data concerns (this will start in February when the data run on the 20th of February reflects January data). We are working on desk aid that will be available with the MAP Tableau training at the end of the month. 



Questions
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What you Need to Know 
Performance Measures

 Application Timeliness of Determinations 
 45 Days
 90 Days

 Pending Exceeding Processing Guidelines (EPG)
 45 days (EPG 45)
 90 Days (EPG 90)

 Accuracy calculation
 Incorrect Eligibility Determination
 Errors That Do Not Impact Eligibility

*TBD Renewal and Ongoing- coming soon 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 LisaHere are the performance measures that are launching this month: App Timeliness, Pending EPG Apps and AccuracyWe will discuss these points  and the details on the following slides 



Application Timeliness of Determinations
and

Measure Calculation

Application Timeliness, 45 Days
The purpose of this measure is to monitor 
Eligibility Site timeliness for applications 
that do not require a disability 
determination

Measure Calculation
The number of applicants not requiring a 
disability determination authorized within 
45 days, divided by total applicants not 
requiring a disability determination, 
monthly

Application Timeliness, 90 Days
The purpose of this measure is to monitor 
Eligibility Site timeliness for applications 
that do require a disability determination

Measure Calculation
The number of applicants requiring 
a disability determination authorized 
within 90 days, divided by total 
applicants requiring a disability 
determination, monthly
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lisa



Application Pending 
and 

Measure Calculation 

Application Pending, EPG 45 Days 
The purpose of this measure is to inform 
counties and sites how many applicants 
are exceeding the processing guidelines 
(EPG) of 45 days based on the report run 
date  

Measure Calculation
Count of applicants who are exceeding 
the processing guidelines (EPG) of 45 days 
based on the report run date

Application Pending, EPG 90 Days 
The purpose of this measure is to inform 
counties and sites how many applicants 
are exceeding the processing guidelines 
(EPG) of 90 days based on the report run 
date 

Measure Calculation
Count of applicants who are exceeding 
the processing guidelines (EPG) of 90 days 
based on the report run date 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lisa



Accuracy 
and

Measure Calculation

Incorrect Eligibility Determinations 
The purpose of this measure is to see how 
many individuals in the sample had an 
incorrect determination

Measure Calculation 
Number of individuals that were 
incorrectly approved, denied, approved 
for the wrong program/category, or 
terminated divided by the total number 
of individuals in the sample (%), monthly 
(includes applications, Renewals, and 
Changes)

Errors That Did Not Impact Eligibility 
The purpose of this measure is to see how 
many individuals in the sample had a 
correct determination with errors that did 
not impact eligibility 

Measure Calculation 
Number of individuals with error(s) that 
did not impact eligibility divided by 
number of individuals in the sample, 
monthly (includes applications, Renewals, 
and Changes)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lisa



MAP Performance Compliance Targets 
Applications

EPG 45, Target Goals

Large county/MA Site ≤ 25
Medium county/MA Site ≤ 5
Small county/MA Site ≤ 3

EPG 90, Target Goals

Large county/MA Site ≤ 10
Medium county/MA Site ≤ 3
Small county/MA Site ≤ 1

Application Timeliness 
Target Goal - All 
Eligibility Sites

≥ 95%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri: Application Timeliness Targets are less than the federal expectation of 100% and is unchanged from the previous two fiscal years.Same for EPG 90 and 45, we have not changed the targets from the previous two fiscal years. These targets were set based on actual county average for performance based on the county size. 



MAP Accuracy Targets
Fiscal Year End

Incorrect Eligibility Determinations Errors That Did Not Impact Eligibility

County Size Tier 1 Target % Tier 2 Target %

Large 5.5 % N/A

Medium 6.6% 13.2%

Small 7.3% 14.6%

County Size Tier 1 Target % Tier 2 Target %

Large 17.9% N/A

Medium 16.9% 20.9%

Small 23.2% 27.2%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri: unchanged from the previous two fiscal years.Tier 1 target percentage (%): Contractors with twenty (20) or more cumulative quality assurance case reviews conducted over a twelve-month period. This is the target reported on the MAP Accuracy Dashboard. Tier 2 target percentage (%): Contractors with fewer than twenty (20) cumulative quality assurance case reviews conducted over a twelve-month period. This is not reported on the MAP Accuracy Dashboard and used for County Incentives purposes only.Based on EQA sampling, large Contractors will exceed twenty cumulative quality assurance reviews over the twelve-month period, resulting in no Tier 2 target for large countiesFor reference, the allowable PERM error rate is 3% 



Questions
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 Who monitors the MAP dashboard data  

 How to identify and respond to signals in the data

 MAP and County Incentives Program

What you Need to Know 
Program Compliance and Accountability 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri: We will discuss these points  and the details on the following slides 



Who at HCPF Monitors the MAP Dashboard Data

 Monthly monitoring of the MAP dashboards are performed by 
HCPFs MAP Measure Owner team

 Look for signals within the MAP performance data

 Two-month outlier

 Three-month Short Run

 Seven-month Long Run
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri: Medical Assistance Performance is a partnership between HCPF and counties and Sites, therefore, accountability is both our responsibility.  This is why every county and site has MAP Owners and HCPF has MAP Owners. MAP Owners monitor the MAP Dashboard, review data and identify performance gaps, and initiate action when needed to address unmet targets and reverse trends. All directors will automatically receive all MAP Owner communications. We will need directors to submit their identified MAP Owners to HCPF to add to our contacts list. Contact information is at the end of this presentation.�



How to Identify and Respond to Signals
Two-month Outlier

Two-month Outlier
Eligibility Site is not meeting the performance target for two consecutive months

Action
County Relations to notify director by phone and with follow up email (purpose, 
to prompt county/site to respond to data so a short run is avoided)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri: County Relations will notify director and identified MAP Owners for site when two outliers are identified. Phone call to director with follow up email. We are striving to remove any surprise.Signals means something has changed and it's time to investigate. 



How to Identify and Respond to Signals
Two-month Outlier
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri Reminder, there will be a Tableau training in two weeks. We are showing this image for context, to understand what outliers look like.



How to Identify and Respond to Signals
Three-month Short Run

Three-month Short Run
Eligibility Site is not meeting the performance target for three consecutive 
months, or three of four months

Action
Triggers HCPF to review data, confirm information is correct, and issue an MDL 
for noncompliance

MDLs no longer tied to County Incentives Program earned payment

The Eligibility Site can request assistance in completing the Improvement 
Action Plan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri



How to Identify and Respond to Signals
Three-month Short Run  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri There will be a Tableau training in two weeks. We are showing this image for context, to understand what outliers look like.



How to Identify and Respond to Signals
Seven-month Long Run  

Seven-month Long Run
Eligibility Site is not meeting the performance target for seven consecutive months

Action
The Site should already have an MDL for a Short Run. This MDL will be converted to an MDL for completion 
of a Corrective Action Plan (CAP). Technical Assistance will be required to submit the CAP.

MDLs no longer tied to County Incentives Program earned payment
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How to Identify and Respond to Signals
Seven-month Long Run
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This should not be a surprise. 



MAP and the County Incentives Program

 Performance Compliance Incentive: Applications

 Payment is earned if 3 of 4 Application Performance Measures are met

 For each measure, HCPF will total actual performance data for each month from 
January – June 2024 and divide that by the number of months (6)

 This six-month average will be the number used to determine if each measure is met 
or not

 Example for meeting one of the measures if target is 95%
 Jan = 93.40%, Feb = 89.00%, March = 92.31%, April = 99.10%, May = 100%, June = 96.50%
 Average 95.05%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri



MAP and the County Incentives Program

 Accuracy Incentive

 Entire payment is earned if both Accuracy Targets are met after eligible 
exemption(s) are applied for counties eligible for exemption review
 Incorrect Eligibility Determinations
 Errors That Did Not Impact Eligibility

 If only one target is met, 50% of the Accuracy Incentive Payment will be 
earned

 If both targets are not met, no Accuracy Performance Incentive Payment is 
earned

 To determine compliance, the consecutive 12 months of cumulative MAP 
Accuracy Dashboard data is reviewed
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri: We will go through the Accuracy dashboards in the Tableau training in more detail.



Questions
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Tableau
Key Features and Functionality

Ease of access
The dashboard allows for easy access to the 
detailed data behind the measures

Data Visualization
The dashboard presents data in a user-
friendly way, using charts, tables, and graphs 
to help users understand large data sets

Customization

Users can customize the dashboard to their 
specific needs by selecting their county or 
site to review which measure they wish to 
review

County and Site Access

All counties and sites must have designated 
staff who are “MAP Measure Owners” to 
review and assess their MAP performance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terri: The desk aid about how to request Access to Tableau was sent to all directors and secondary directors. We can't wait to see you all on Tuesday, January 30th for our Tableau training!



1 General Questions
Tableau Access questions: HCPF 
County Relations Webform, 
Select Ticket Type “MAP”

County Incentives Program 
Questions: HCPF County 
Relations Webform, Select Ticket 
Type “Incentives Program”

MAP Owners: Directors submit 
Staff Name, Email, Job Title for 
their MAP Owner(s) to the HCPF 
County Relations Webform, 
Select Ticket Type “MAP”

2 Data Validation
County Relations 
Webform. Select 
Ticket Type “MAP” 
will then be routed 
to the appropriate 
Subject Matter 
Expert (SME)

3 MDLs and IAPs
HCPF County 
Relations Webform. 
Select Ticket Type 
“County Oversight”

Who are your HCPF Contacts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MDLs will direct sites to contact Continuous Improvement for Technical Assistance. MAP Owners: County Relations will send a spreadsheet of all identified MAP contacts to directors to review and submit changes as an initial reset of our MAP contacts. After than, all MAP Owner changes to be submitted to HCPF County Relations webform as outlined here. Resources and desk aids are coming! 



Thank You MAP Workgroup!

Adrien Linville, La Plata County
Brian Pilger, El Paso County
Carmen McKay, Rio Blanco County
Cody Short, Jefferson County
Deb Fitzsimmons, Colorado Access
Eric Knudson, CMAP/Denver Health
Erin Johnson, Douglas County
Heidi Martinez, Archuleta County
Jennifer Jones-Day, Arapahoe County
Jennifer Martinez, Jefferson County
Jennifer Van Cleave, Connect for Health 
Colorado
Jesi Antonucci, Weld County
Jessica Facey, Pueblo County
Jodi Gulley, Arapahoe County

John McGraw, Adams County
Joshua Harris, Otero County
Lindsy Bailey, Adams County
Lupe Banuelos, Denver Health
Marcia Allred, Rio Blanco County
Michael Lamp, Denver County
Nathan Cline, Kemberton Healthcare 
Services
Rebecca Stage, Larimer County
Roshawn Fisher, Connect for Health 
Colorado
Sarah Pullen, Rio Blanco County
Taylor Little, Larimer County
Terra Marshall, Mesa County
Wanda Embrey-Goss, Fremont County
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